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ABSTIUCT 

A multi-feedzone wellbore simulator haa been developed. 
Thb computer code L quite general u it  enabla one to com- 
pute downhole condition6 in welb with an arbit- number of 
feedzonw during dimcharge or injection. The h u l a t o r  b 
applied to flowing pressure and temperature m r v q  from vui. 
oua welb in Mexico, Iceland and Kenya It L demonstrated 
that such a model can be uwd to estimate Bow and 
enthalpies of individual feedzonw. 

INTRODUCTION 

Moat geothermal reaervoim are located in fractured rocb, 
with fluid. entering the welb in dimcreto zona (feedzones). 
Thaw feedzonea frequently have diRerent preaure potent* 
so that internal Bow occurs in the well when the well ia in a 
static condition and in mme wells during dimcharge or injec- 
tion. Examples in the literature include we& in I c e h d  
(Stefanmon and Steingimsson, 1980). Kenya (Haukwq 1984) 
and New Zaaland (Grant e t  d, 1982, 1983). Currently there 
are few tools available for the design of multi-feedzone w e b  or 
for analyzing their behavior during dircharge. 

We have developed a multi-feed zone wellbore &nulator 
that can handle an arbitrary number of feedzonea T h e  Sirnu- 
lator L quite general Y it albm for C ~ C U ~ ~ ~ O I U  of downhole 
condition6 both during Bud discharge and injection. It rlso 
haa the capability of computing the conditions within the well 
either from wellhead to wdlbottom, or from wellbottom to 
wellhead, depending upon whether wellhead or downhole t h e  
modynrmic condition6 w known. For example, it  L u d u l  to 
r tu t  the computation6 at the bottom d the well and proceed 
upwards when the weUbore Simulstor L coupled with b 
voir model which provides. reaervoir conditiom at spaciec 
depths (grid bbcks). 

* The multi-feedzone wellbore h u l a t o r  has mamy potom 
tial applicstiom, including 

(i) designing multi-feedzone weUq 

(ii) matching Bowing temperature and p r c ~ ~ ~  profilea 
in order to determine flow ratw aad enthdpim of 
individual feedzonea; 

(iii) investigating internal Bows in w e b  and optimizing 
the operating wellhead conditions of the well to 
maximize productivity; 

(iv) investigating the effects of multiple-feedzones on 
premure t m s i e n t  data during well teats; 

I (v) coupling with a rawrvoir simulator to determine well 
productivity or injectivity changes with time. 

In the present paper the multi-feedzona simulator i 
briefly described in term of ita mathematical formulation and 
solution proeedurw. The model is then validated using flowing 
premure profilea from wells with single feedzonw. Finally, the 
simulator ia wad to interpret pressure and temperature profiles 
of tweph- w e b  in Iceland and Kenya The interpretation 
y k l h  sstimata of the Bowrate and enthalpies of individual 
feedzonaa 

THE WELLBORE SIMULATOR HOLA 

The  governing equations for tw-phase Bow are highly 
nonlinear and must be solved numerically. Mixed analytical 
and empirical formulations do exist for various types of Bow 
(Orkiazewoki, 1967; Chisholm, 1983; Wallis, 1969). These have 
been uwd by several authors in their development of wellbore 
modeb for numerically predicting downhole pressurea, given 
the well design and either wellhead or bottomhole flow condi- 
tions (BareUi et d., 19%2, Gould, 1974; Goyd et al., 1980; 
J u p m r &  and Saayd, 197P;.Miller, 1980; Miller et al., 1981; 
P u h k t u n b  1985; Upadbyby e t  d., 1977). The predictions usu- 
ally compare fairly well with rnemmd d a t a  All of the 
pra#nt available eodw amume that Buid enters only at the 
bottom of the well. 

The wellbore simulator HOW (the Icelandic word for 
"well") solvw numerically the diaerential equations that 
dwcriba mam, momentum and energy Bow in a vertical pipe- 
be. A detailed dwcription of the code and ita application is 
given by B j o m  (1987). The mam Bow is umumed to be 
s(edy st*. Calcuhtiom either start at the wellhead and 
continue downwarda in a finite d8erence grid, or at  the 
wellbottom and proceed upwarda. The nonlinear governing 
O ~ U ~ O M  am d ~ e d  uohg the Newton-Raphaon iteration pro- 
cedure. Frictional pressure drop and phase velocity calcula- 
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tione in twephaw flow w based on empirical relations given 
by Chisholm (1983). Pure water ie the flowing fluid, but it can 
flow either under single or twephlrw conditions. All physical 
propertiea w aaeumd uniform at any given depth within the 
well. The progrun HOLA rlbwa for multiple faadzones, vari- 
able grid spacing, pipe roughnem and well radius. Heat 
exchmga with the surrounding rocb w computed analyti- 

Feedzones are amumed to occur at single grid poinb in 
the well, which ia a rwonable  assumption for w e b  in frac- 
tured, geothermal reaervoim. Twephaw mixtures am a lwap 
amumed to flow upwards whereas s ingbphme fluid can flow 
either up or down. Thus, internal downflow and upflow can 
be computed between feed zones. 

The wellborn eimulator computes maae, energy and 
momentum b h c e a  explicitIy, aaeuming steady state maw 
flow. In the portions of the well between feedzones the thelc 
modynamk conditbna in the next grid node can be readily 
computed b u d  upon the known conditione in the l u t  known 
grid node and the conatant mmo flow between the adjacent 
nodea At nodea containing a feedzone, m u  and energy b.C 
ance calculrtionr mm performed using the specifled maae rate 
and enthalpy of the feedzone in question. Thia dowe for the 
determination of mam and energy Bow to be usad as inlet con- 
ditio= for the next intenond section of the well. Thia pru- 
cedure can be followed using either the known wellhead condir 
tions and computing down the well or known bottomhole con- 
ditions for calculationa up the well to the wellhead. 

d Y .  

VALIDATION OF THE SIMULATOR 

The simulator HOLA has been validated against many 
pubbhed downhole temperature and pmmure profiles in 
Bowing welb with single dominant feed zones. A few examples 
are given here using well data  from the Cerro Prieto, Mexico 
and Svarfwngi, Iceland geothermal fields. In matching the 
downhole pressure and temperature profiles, the wellhead pres- 
sure, enthalpy and flowrate am spci6ed and the cdcuhtions 
proceed down to the bottom of the well. Ah, inputed are the 
wellbore geometry and the reservoir temperature with depth. 

It should be noted that the inner diameters of the casing 
and liner are u d  to specify the wellbore geometry. Thia 
neglect. Bow in the mnulur between the liner and the sides of 
tho borehole and may c u w  some inaccuracies in computationu 
involving dngb-phuo a t e m  and two-phw Bow. Them effecb 
should be i n d p i l c m t  for dngle-phr# liquid flow when the 
liquid density dominates the pmmure gradient. 

Figurea 1 and 2 show calculated and measured flowing 
pmmwo protilea lor w e b  U S 1  snd M-91, rsspectively, at 
Cam, Priec~, Mexico. The well data  am taken from Goyal et  
d. (Isso). 

Figurn 1 show@ calculated and memured Bowing prmure  
profila for well M-SI, the well geometry (to the right) and the 
speci6ed wellhead parametem. The match ia satisfactory. The 
simulator predicta two-phm slug flow dong all of the well 
interval shown, which m in agreement with the resulb of 
Goy4 et  .L (1980). In Figure 2, which shows measured and 

W I N  prnouo ( bar a b .  ) : 07.00 
LIIN- ( C )  : 282.64 
LI I N  d r y n u  : 0.m 
L I I N  .rtb.ipy ( kJ/llg ) : 1600.00 
L I I M  t.C.1 f l a  ( kg/s ) : 33.00 

I ' ;- 

Figure 1. Calculated and measured pressures in well 
M-51, Cerro Prieto, Mexico. 

=i 1 .. - 

Figure 2. Calculated and measured pressures in well 
M-91, Cerro Prieto, Mexico. 
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The wellbore simulator HOLA can be used to estimate 

infernal Bowmtes in geothermal welb, given the measured 
downhole pressure and/or temperature profiles. Simulation 
begins at the wellhead, where all the flow parameters are 
known. Downhole profiles are then calculated down to the 
Brat fndrone encountered. The interpretation begini at that 
point by specifying the feedzone Bowrate and enthalpy. Cal- 
culations then proceed to the next feedzone, where new feed- 
zone parameters are specified. This continues down to the 
lowest feedzone, for which parametem need not be specified 
since they can be computed from the speci6ed wellhead condi- 
tions and the Bowrate and enthalpies of all of the other feed- 
zones. The Bow values and enthalpies of the individual feed- 
zones are then vsried in a trial and error fashion until the cal- 
culated downhole temperature and pnssure profiles match the 
measured ones. 

Figure 4 shows calculated and measured downhole 
profilm for well NJ-7 in the Nesjavellir field, Iceland. The 
data were provided by B. Staingrimsum (personal communica- 
tion, 1987). During the measurements the well discharged 23 
kg/s of skam/liquid mixture, with a total nuid enthalpy of 
1360 kJ/kg. Feedzones are located at depths of 1O00, 1550 
and 2OOO m. 

The constant, 260'C temperature at the depth interval 
1100-1600 m in well NJ-7 indicates Bow of single-phase liquid 
with an enthalpy of approximately 1150 kJ/kg. This enthalpy 

calculated flowing pressures for well M-91, the match is also 
reasonable. The simulator predicts slug Bow in most of the 
two-phase saction (above wlo m depth) and bubble Bow in the 
Xb75 m interval above the Bashing level. 

Figure 3 shorn measured and calculated pressure profiles 
for well 4 in Svarbangi, Iceland. The data are taken from 
Parlaktuna (1985). The well produces brine, with a total d b  
solved solids content of about 21,000 ppm. Silica scaling is 
common in Svartsengi welb at  the Bashing level, and the wells 
are frequently cleaned in order to maintain production. In 
December 1978, a caliper measurement was conducted in the 
well indicating scaling at and above the Bashing level. The 
modified well geometry due to scaling wm specified directly in 
the input data for HOLA, ~II shown in the schematic well 
diagram in Figure 3. It should be noted that there is a &xmll 
difference between the calculated and measured premure gre  
dienta in the the liquid region below 350 m depth. Thin 
d i k e n c e  is due to the high liquid density of the brine. 

.-. 

FEEDZONE CONTRIBUTIONS 

One of the m a t  practical applications of a multi-fecdzone 
wellbore simulator in to uw it for estimating Bowmtea and 
enthalpies of the diaerent feedzones in a well. This informe 
tion in often diRicult to &I by other methods. A pomibb 
alternative is to measure the wellbore Bowrate by Bowmetem, 
also called spinnen (see for example Solbau et  al., l983), but 
this is difiicult in high temperature geothermal wells. 

0 
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Figure 3. Calculated and memured pressures in well 4, 
Svartsengi, Iceland. 

1 looo.0 14 Y) 1wo.o 
2 lW.0 0.40 118.6 
3 1000.0 0.10 1m.2 

Figure 4. Calculated and measured downhole profiles in 
well NJ-7, Nesjavellir, Iceland. 
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is subtanti$ly Gwer than that measured at the wellhead, and 
w u i m  d i h a r g e  of high enthalpy fluid from the feedzone at 
1000 m depth. It &o indicates that the liquid water at 110(1 

m depth is flowing upwards in the well from the feedzone 
pt 1550 m depth. Below 1550 m the tempersture increeees 
-idly, which is most likely due to small upward flow from 
the deepest feed, resulting in a near-static water column in 
thermal equilibrium with the surrounding rocks. 

The initial reservoir preaeure and temperature at loo0 m 
depth in well NJ-7 are approximately 80 bars and 280'C, 
respectively (Stefanmon, 1985). Liquid water at these therm* 
dynamic conditions han an enthalpy of 1100 kJ/kg. In order 
to match the data, a higher enthalpy is required, suggesting 
tamphaw conditions in the reservoir at that depth. 

T h e  calculated promure and temperature protiles shown 
in Figure 4 are obtained by amuming an enthalpy of 1500 
kJ/kg for the feedzone at 1000 m depth. The calculated 
results show that moot of the produced fluids are flowing from 
the feedzone at loo0 m. The remaining 30% come from the 
feedzone at 1600 m, with negligible Boa from below (zoo0 m 
feedzone). 

T h e  u u m d  lS00 kJ/kg fluid enthalpy at loo0 m depth 
is uncertah; it is only necessary that this enthalpy must be 
higher than the wellhead enthalpy, since colder fluid in flowing 
from below and mixing with the dincharge from the uppermost 
feedsone. Thin mskes the estimated feedzone parameters 
shown in Figure 4 nonunique. Independent information such 
aa geochemical data may help in determining relative contribu- 
tion of feedzones, hence, making the parameter determination 
more unique. 

Figure 5 shows calculated and measured downhole 
protilea for well OW-201 in the Olkaria geothermal field, 
Kenya. The data  are taken from Haukwa (1984). Two major 
feedrones are present in the well, one at 800900 m and the 
other at 1600 -1700 m depth. 

These test data  are interpreted in a similar manner to 
thoee for well NJ-7. A high enthalpy feedzone is present at 
850 m in the well. Single-phase liquid with 900 kJ/kg 
enthalpy flows both up and down from a feedzone a t  1650 m 
depth. A slight outflow of fluids occurs at the feedzone at 
2000 m. The enthalpy d the upper feedzone is not precisely 
known, but is estimated to be around 1300 kJ/kg. The match 
between calculated and mcuured protiler in reaeonable and the 
nsulb indicak that a majority of the discharged fluid is com- 
ing from the feedzone at  850 m depth, which in consintent with 
other well information (C. F. Haukwa, personal communica- 
tion, 1988). 

CONCLUSIONS 

A multi-feedrone wellbore simulator ham been developed. 
The simulator allown for calculations of downhole prwnure, 
temperature and vapor saturation conditions in welb with 
arbitmry number of feedzonea. It can simulate well conditions 
during both discharge and injection. The computer code can 
be applied to various problemn, including the design of multi- 

I-':, 
-1 o.., 1 t- 

Figure 5. Calculated and measured downhole profiles in 
well OW-201, Olkaria, Kenya. 

feedzone welb, evaluation of internal flow and relative contri- 
butions of feedzones and studies of productivities and injectivi- 
ties of welb. 

The simulator WM validated by comparing computed 
prwnuren and temperaturn to actual data from three wells, 
each one with a single dominant feedzone. Most of the meas- 
ured data  were matched reasonably well. 

The simulator wan also used to match flowing profiles in 
two welb which show effects of two or more feedzones. 
Flowratua and enthalpies of individual feedzones were 
estimated, thus giving important information on the charac- 
teristics of each well feedzone. 
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